


ZAO «Zavod Trud» (Nizhniy Novgorod) is the 

Russia`s leader in the production of clothing and 

equipment, military products, military uniforms and 

equipment, belts, protective covers for large-sized 

equipment, workwear and uniforms, clamps, metal 

accessories and hardware. 

The factory was founded on June 22, 1893 and in 2018 

celebrated its 125th anniversary. From the handcraft 

industry, transforming on February 27, 1918 into the 

factory of tin products, the powerful enterprise ZAO 

«Zavod Trud» developed. For a long time the factory was one of the leading 

manufacturers in the USSR Ministry of Light Industry. 

Factory which produced complex and special products for 

the Ministry of Defense and others. Currently, ZAO «Zavod 

Trud» is still one of the priority suppliers for many key 

customers in Russia, primarily the Ministry of Defense of the 

Russian Federation. 

ZAO «Zavod Trud» (Nizhniy 

Novgorod) has a big production 

and technical, intellectual and 

personnel potential, which 

guarantee us reliable work, further 

growth and development. 



About us 

Reliable partner ZAO Trud 

Nowadays our clients are biggest government and  

commercial companies of Russia, Kazakhstan,  

Belorussia, Ukraine, Armenia, Turkmenistan  

and other countries  

We guarantee the highest quality  

of our products 

 according to ISO 9001-2011 (9001:2015) 

More opportunities. High productive capacity,  

we guarantee fast and quality order fulfillment  

Uninterrupted supply of goods in the CIS 

 countries, the convenient logistics complex 

 on the M7 Volga highway (federal highway),  

450 km from Moscow  

Quality. All our goods made according  

to Russian GOST, 

 requires of buyer or technical enquiry  

Experience. We have a positive experience 

 with government institutions in supplying 

 of clothing, uniforms, military products,  

metal accessories and clamps 

years  
in the business  

clients 

more then 

GOST 



Продукция ЗАО «Завод Труд» поставляется в Казахстан,  

Армению, Белоруссию, Украину, Туркменистан, Узбекистан,  

Англию и Кубу. 

 



1 

Leather goods 

Holsters, covers under a baton, a flashlight, 

handcuffs, leather equipment, tablets (general, 

officer, sergeant, aviation) 



2 

Spare car parts 

Worm car clamps, plug (terminal for heated rear 

window), details for silentblock, autocovers 



3 

Tent fittings: eyelets, 

staples. 

Quality of all awning accessories produced by 

our plant are extremely controlled and it can be 

used for the most important tasks. 



4 

Leather haberdashery 

accessories 

Military and saddlery, for light industry (buckles, 

carbines, rings, half rings, frames, belt loops, 

locks, tips, clamps. 



5 

Van hardware parts 

We can offer you a wide list of accessories for 

different manufacturers and different year of 

manufacture. To make it absolutely reliable and 

resistant to external factors, it is made from 

galvanized or stainless steel 



6 
All kinds of clamps, constructional 

and electrotechnical fastenings 

Worm, plumbing pipe, rubber (rubber-reinforced 

bracket), nylon cable clamps, power clamps, 

single lug and double lug shackles. 



7 

Shoes hardware 

Metal protection, special insoles 



8 

Any kinds of leather and 

sling belts 

Military, men's, women's, children's, souvenir, 

mining, coupling, tent belts, collars 



9 

Working clothes 

For metallurgists, for the oil and gas industry, 

protection from low temperatures, protection 

from general industrial pollution, corporate 

clothing of any complexity, PPE (personal 

protective equipment) from falling from a height, 

safety harnesses. 



10 

Military uniform 

Military clothing, clothing and equipment 

(backpacks, bags, sleeping bags, pouches and 

automatic belts for AK (Kalashnikov), cloak-

tents. Protective covers for cars, special 

equipment, helicopters, military equipment. 
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Working clothes for metallurgists 

Men`s protective clothes: 

• short-term contacts to an open flame; 

• with heated surfaces in excess of 400 

degrees; 

• sparks and splashes of molten metal (3rd 

class of protection); 

• splash of molten metal (molten aluminum). 



12 

Working clothes for the oil 

and gas industry 

Protection from low temperature, oil and 

petroleum products 



13 

Firefighting clothes and 

gloves 

Fire fighting clothing manufactured in 

accordance with the technical specifications TU 

14.12.11-035-00304183-2017. Protects  the 

human body from dangerous and harmful 

environmental factors arising from extinguishing 

a fire. Allow to exercise emergency rescue 

operations. Protect from adverse climatic 

influences, including low temperatures (up to –

40). 



Guarantee of quality 

Personal manager 24/ 

We can make any products  

from leather, metal, fabric according  

to your order 

We can open a warehouse 

or representative in your counrty 

Free delivery to a terminal  

of your transport 

company in Nizhniy Novgorod  

Quality is guarantee  

by certificate ISO 9001-2011 

(9001:2015) 

We can supply goods 

 in packaging with your design 

Processing of applications 

as soon as possible 



Our clients 

Сбербанк России Министерство обороны РФ МВД России 

МЧС РФ Уралвагонзавод 

Государственная корпорация 

по космической деятельности 

«Роскосмос» 

Магнитогорский 

Металлургический Комбинат 

Горьковский 

автомобильный завод Транснефть 

Газпромнефть Тойота 



Certificates 



603152, Russia, Nizhniy Novgorod, Larina str., 18 

Telephones: 

8 (831) 466-81-81 

+79200287884 

+79108974892 

 

 

 

https://zavod-trud.com 


